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Abstract. Segmentation is generally regarded as partitioning space at the
boundary of an object so as to represent the object's shape, pose, size, and
topology. Some images, however, contain so much noise that distinct
boundaries are not forthcoming even after the object has been identified. We
have used statistical methods based on medial features in Real Time 3D
echocardiography to locate the left ventricular axis, even though the precise
boundaries of the ventricle are simply not visible in the data. We then produce a
fuzzy labeling of ventricular voxels to represent the shape of the ventricle
without any explicit boundary. The fuzzy segmentation permits calculation of
total ventricular volume as well as determination of local boundary
equivalencies, both of which are validated against manual tracings on 155 left
ventricles. The method uses a medial-based compartmentalization of the object
that is generalizable to any shape.
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Introduction

Real Time 3D (RT3D) ultrasound is an imaging modality developed in the early
1990's that electronically interrogates a volume in 3D using a matrix array of
transducers instead of a conventional linear array [1]. Unlike 3D ultrasound
techniques that rely on physically moving a linear array, the scan rate of RT3D
ultrasound is rapid enough (22 frames/second) to smoothly sample heart wall motion
of the left ventricle (LV) during a single cardiac cycle. The trade-off for operating at
such a high speed in 3D is that the data is very noisy and the resolution is relatively
poor, even for ultrasound.
Methods of finding and measuring the LV with conventional ultrasound have
concentrated on deformable contours [2-6]. Deformable surfaces have been applied
to mechanically scanned 3D echocardiographic data [7]. Attempts at applying
deformable methods to Real Time 3D (RT3D) ultrasound, with its lower data quality,
have not produced encouraging results [8]. The difficulties encountered when
applying deformable models to RT3D ultrasound data have led us to review bottomup approaches based on the measurement of geometric image properties. Successes
have been reported in conventional ultrasound using circular arc matched filters to
find cross sections of the ventricle [9]. Using templates to find the center of the
ventricle and then fuzzy reasoning to find the boundary has also worked quite well
[10]. In RT3D data, a Hough transform approach has been developed using circular
edge filters, yielding fully automated measurement of balloons [11, 12]. All of these

approaches possess fundamentally medial aspects, relating multiple boundary points
to common central points deep within the object.
The lineage of the medial approach may be traced to the medial axis (otherwise
known as the symmetric axis or skeleton) introduced on binary images by Blum and
developed by Nagel, Nackman, and others [13-15]. Pizer has extended the medial
axis to gray-scale images producing a graded measure called medialness, which links
the aperture of the boundary measurement to the radius of the medial axis, to produce
what has been labeled a core. A core is defined as a height ridge of medialness, a
locus in a space of position, radius, and associated orientations [16-17]. Methods
involving these continuous loci of medial primitives have proven robust against noise
and variation in target shape [18]. We developed a particular method of finding
medial loci that analyzes populations of medial primitives called core atoms, and uses
medial node models to identify structures from sets of cores found in this manner.
We successfully applied this method to finding the LV in RT3D data by means of a 3node medial node model (Fig. 1A) demonstrating the automated location of the Apexto-Mitral-Valve (AMV) axis (Fig. 1B) on 155 ventricles in RT3D ultrasound scans, as
described elsewhere [19,20]. We describe here a continuation of that experiment in
which a fuzzy segmentation method is applied to the LV, given the initial automated
placement of the AMV axis and establishment of its global width. We validate the
fuzzy segmentation method using the same 155 ventricles as before.
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Fig. 1 A. Medial node model for left ventricle. B. Apex-to-mitral-valve (AMV) axis
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Establishing the Probability of a Voxel being in the LV

Given the extremely noisy data in the RT3D images of the heart, we have
adopted a statistical approach to segmenting the LV. We assign a probability to
individual voxels of being in the LV, as a function of both voxel intensity and
location relative to the AMV axis. Dark voxels near the axis are likely to be in the
LV. Voxels that are brighter and/or further from the axis are less likely to be in the
LV. These two probabilites are combined into a single aggregate probability of being
in the ventricle.

The probability p L ( j ) that voxel j is within the ventricle due to its location is
determined by using a surface model of expected ventricular shape (Fig. 2). The
midpoint of the AMV axis is the origin for a spherical coordinate system with the
poles of the sphere being the end points of the AMV axis. The angle ϕ corresponds
to latitude, with ϕ = 0 at the mitral valve and ϕ = 180 at the ventricular apex. The
angle ω corresponds to longitude, or rotation around the AMV axis, with
0 < ω < 360 . The third coordinate r is the radial distance to the midpoint of the
AMV axis.
An expected surface for the ventricle
is
determined
by a function r0 (ϕ ) , such
apex
that r = r0 (ϕ ) at the LV surface. The
r = r1 ϕ
function r0 (ϕ ) is constant to ω ,
r = r 0 ϕ exhibiting cylindrical symmetry around
the AMV axis.
A second surface,
defining a region of interest (ROI), is
ω
specified by the function r1 (ϕ ) . The ROI
ROI
surrounds and includes the expected
AMV
ventricular shape and will be used to
axis
ventricle
generate regional statistics of voxel
intensity.
For the purposes of this
axis
experiment, the functions r0 (ϕ ) and
midpoint
ϕ
r1 (ϕ ) have simply been drawn by hand to
r
resemble a ventricle and a reasonable
ROI surrounding and including the
voxel
ventricle. Actual values have been taken
from the drawing in Fig. 2, by measuring
angles and distances from the axis
mitral valve
midpoint. The model is scaled to fit the
Fig. 2 Model of expected LV shape.
general size of each particular ventricle,
as measured by the core atoms when they
establish the AMV axis.
Given voxel j with angle ϕ and radius r , the probability pL ( j ) of it being in
the ventricle is determined as a function of r using the probability function shown in
Fig. 3A where ro (ϕ ) is the expected distance to the ventricular boundary at latitude
ϕ . Inside the boundary r = r0 , the probability is greater than 1 2 , whereas outside it
is less than 1 2 .
Ventricular voxels are darker than surrounding voxels, although overall intensity
in ultrasound images varies unpredictably from one scan to another. To compensate
for this, the probability p I ( j ) of voxel j being within the ventricle, given only its
intensity, is based on a statistical study of voxels in the ROI for a particular scan. The
mean intensity I of all voxels in the ROI is computed, weighting each voxel's
intensity I ( j ) by its p L ( j ) :

∑ p L ( j )I ( j )

I=

j∈ROI

∑ pL ( j)

.

(1)

j∈ROI

Thus ventricular voxels are favored by their tendency to be located near the AMV
axis, although other voxels are represented as well. The value of I reflects the
particular intensities of voxels in the image and is used in the function shown in Fig.
3B to compute the probability pI ( j ) for each voxel, given its intensity. The
functions in Fig. 3A and Fig 3B have been drawn ad hoc for the purposes of this
experiment. Determining corresponding functions to optimize the accuracy of the
resulting segmentation is beyond the scope of the present research.
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Fig 3 Probabilities p L ( j ) , p I ( j ) , and their aggregate probability p I , L ( j ) .
For fuzzy segmentation, we need a single probability p I , L ( j ) that voxel j is in
the ventricle, given both its intensity and location. We define an operator A such that
PI ,L ( j ) = A(PI ( j ), PL ( j )) , and design it to exhibit the following behaviors:
(1) It is monotonic with positive slope for both p I ( j ) and p L ( j ) , mapping the
domain [0,1] for p I ( j ) and p L ( j ) into a range [0,1] for p I , L ( j ) .
(2) If either argument p I ( j ) and p L ( j ) is equal to 1 2 , then p I , L ( j ) equals the
other argument, so that a probability of 1 2 exerts neither positive nor
negative influence.
(3) If either p I ( j ) or p L ( j ) is 0 , then p A ( j ) is also 0 , so that either can
independently exclude any voxel from the ventricle.
A continuous, piece-wise linear function that satisfies the above constraints is shown
in Fig. 3C. The aggregate probability p I , L ( j ) represents a fuzzy segmentation of the
LV, as will be validated in the following section.
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Validating the Fuzzy Segmentation Method

We validated the method for fuzzy segmentation by computing volumes and
local boundary equivalencies using p I , L ( j ) and comparing these results to manual
tracings. (A more detailed record of these results and other aspects of this research is
available in the author's dissertation [19].) The same 155 ultrasound scans used to
establish the AMV axis in the previous experiment [20] were divided blindly into
training and test sets. The training set was used to optimize the method's parameters
in terms of accuracy of volume measurement and to measure bias using linear
regression. Of the many parameters in the overall process, those that were adjusted
included the shapes of the surface model in Fig. 2 and the probability curves in Figs.
3A and 3B. The method was then applied to the test set without further adjustment of
parameters.
In Fig. 4A, an example of an ROI (bright) encompassing the LV surface model
(dark) is shown located, oriented, and scaled by the AMV axis information. The
probability p L ( j ) was computed for each voxel. An example of p L ( j ) for one image
is shown in Fig. 4B. A weighted mean of voxel intensity I within the ROI was
computed and p I ( j ) found for each voxel. The aggregate probability pI , L ( j ) was
then computed. As may be seen in Fig. 5A, p I , L ( j ) is affected by both p L ( j ) , which
dominates the overall distribution, and p I ( j ) , which accounts for finer detail,
including the dark areas in the mitral valve and septal wall.
An automated ventricular volume was calculated by summing the product of
p I , L ( j ) and its corresponding voxel volume over the ROI. Three sets of manual
tracings were performed by a single operator on slices orthogonal to the AMV axis
(Fig 5B). Voxels within the traces were labeled and used to compute a manual
ventricular volume. A comparison between automated and manual volumes is shown
in Fig. 6., with an RMS error of 25.9 ml. A reduced RMS error of 9.2 ml was
achieved by measuring volume change with time for a given heart. This is clinically
significant since volume change can yield stroke volume and short-term variation in
heart function.

Fig. 4

A. ROI (bright) and LV surface model (dark).

Fig. 5

A. Aggregate probability p I , L ( j ) .

B. p L ( j ) for each voxel,
bright = 1 and dark = 0

B. Manual tracings of LV.
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accuracy
of
any
segmentation is not well judged
solely by comparing total volumes,
since an object's volume says
nothing about its location and since
different shapes may have the same
volume.
Using the medial
framework already established, local
error between the manual and
automated
segmentations
was
determined in spherical coordinates
ϕ , ω , and r . Longitude ω was
not a parameter in the ventricular
surface model, but since all the
scans were performed with the same
transducer orientation, the error
could be correlated as a function of
both ϕ and ω .

Fig. 6 Manual vs. automated volume.
To localize error, the concept of truncated wedges was developed. A full
description of truncated wedges may be found elsewhere [19]. The basic concept is
to divide an arbitrary shape into compartments that extend from the surface to the
medial manifold (Fig. 7). For the particular case of the sphere (Fig. 7a), voxels are
sorted by ϕ and ω into bins and volumes computed for each wedge (solid angle). An
equivalent radius is then computed for each wedge given its volume and compared to
a radius determined from the manual tracings. The results are shown in Fig. 8.
The local error is expressed in terms of linear distance (cm) as a function of
latitude ϕ and longitude ω . The S.D. for the 3 manual tracings is between 1.5-3.5
mm, while the automated segmentation produces an RMS error generally between 2-6
mm with a spike up to 1.6 cm (which we believe to be caused by the aorta leaving the
LV -- a feature of the anatomy not included in the manual tracing).
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Conclusions

Most segmentation routines attempt to locate complete and precise boundaries,
which provide explicit parameters for measurements. Perhaps such boundaries seem a
more accurate portrayal of physical reality, because, after all, most real surfaces are
defined at a microscopic scale and interact with light in a manner easily interpretable
by human vision. A probabilistic representation of a surface may be just as useful and
more robust for making geometric measurements, but it is not easily visualized or
understood. It is clear from Fig. 5A that our fuzzy segmentation method does not yield
a reasonable probability for each individual voxel. The fuzzy representation lacks a

distinct topology. Only in certain statistical operations, such as the computation of
volume, is the fuzzy shape representation appropriate. In those cases, accuracy of
measurements based on probabilistic boundaries can be assessed against those from
manually determined boundaries.
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Fig. 7 Truncated wedges based on the medial manifold.
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Fig. 8 A. S.D. between manual tracings. B. RMS error of automated segmentation.
We believe the inconclusive results from the RT3D ultrasound data may be as
much a problem with the manual tracings as with the method itself, and we make no

pretense to have optimized the numerous parameters in the method on such a small
sample. We merely report an empirical test of a new concept. The use of a medial
framework to calculate pL ( j ) within an aggregate probability, and to weight an
intensity histogram relative to that framework, are promising new avenues of
research. In concert with medial node models and truncated wedges, the fuzzy
segmentation method can be applied to anatomical targets of any shape.
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